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INTRODUCTION: 
Feedstuff quality is crucial for healthy food of animal origin production. While food quality has been widely investigated, feed quality 
remained for a long time on a side-tract. While specific guidelines reflecting current knowledge on the food/feed safety have been developed 
in the world (Codex Alimentarius, FAO) and by European (e.g. EFSA) bodies to meet required certain standards. 
Only recently the importance of feedstuff quality was described in more details. 

BASIC CONCEPTS: 
It is possible to detect  presence of  biological agent by analysis of its nucleic acid. Two basic approaches are 
currently used in Molecular Biology:

1) PCR based approach exploting sequence homology and activity of Taq polymerase 

2) direct DNAxDNA hybridization e.g. using DNA macro/microarrays

DNA microarrays
Principle: a multiplex technology based on DNA 
hybridization. Labeled unknown sample is hybridized 
against set of probes attached on a solid support

Example: DNA microarrays for GMO in 
food/feed products derived form plants

The real-time PCR assay was found to be highly specific and sensitive. 
The assay can be used to identify pathogens and in case of  Fusarium for 
early prediction and prevention of damage in barley. Relations between  
pathogen DNA and mycotoxin contents in case of barley was found.

Quantitative PCR
Principle: comparison of target sequence quantity 
measured as Ct (cycle treshold) against a standard 
represented either by other species specific gene or 
DNA quantity

Example: Fusarium headblight and P. 
teres
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¨Quantification of Fusarium culmorum in Wheat and Barley Tissues Using
Real-Time PCR in Comparison with DON Content: L. Leisova, L. Kucera, J. Chrpova, S. Sykorova, V. Sıp and J. Ovesna.
J. Phytopathology 154, 603–611 (2006)

Optimized DNA microarrays are reliable tool for high troughput 
analyses 
DNA arrays may become efficient tool for feedinstuff 
analysis   
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